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Abstract. In the recent years, a great interest has emerged to utilize
tactile interfaces for musical interactions. These interfaces can be enhanced with tactile feedback on the user’s fingertip through various technologies, including programmable friction techniques. In this study, we
have used a qualitative approach to investigate the potential influence of
these tactile feedback interfaces on user’s musical interaction. We have
experimented three different mappings between the sound parameters
and the tactile feedback in order to study the users’ experiences of a
given task. Our preliminary findings suggest that friction-based tactile
feedback is a useful tool to enrich musical interactions and learning.
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Introduction

Touch interactions with tactile interfaces such as smart-phones and tablets, have
become more and more ubiquitous in our daily life. However, there is still a lack
of dynamic haptic feedback on these tactile interfaces to the user’s finger. Buxton
et al. [1] has shown that flat touchscreens need haptic feedback in order to ease
the users’ various interaction tasks, to enhance the efficiency of the interfaces and
to increase the feeling of realism in visual environments. Accordingly, numerous
studies have investigated the use of tactile interfaces with haptic feedback for
sound synthesis and musical productions [2–5, 7, 8].
Tactile feedback technologies are mostly based on the modulation of the friction between the user’s fingertip and the tactile interface. Different types of vibrotactile actuators can be used for tactile rendering [9]. “Electrovibration” [10,
11] and “electroadhesion” [12] technologies, which both increase the friction between the user’s fingertip and the tactile interface by applying the electrostatic
force. The first technology by means of a voltage and the second one through the
direct current excitation of the tactile interface. Another technology is based on
friction reduction using ultrasonic vibrations via the “squeeze film effect” [13–
16]. In the remainder of this paper, we are particularly interested in the latter
technology.
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It has been shown that programmable friction feedback on tactile displays
improves performances on different interaction tasks as in [17–20]. Therefore,
several studies and guidelines have been proposed in [21, 22] to assist designers
to find out how users feel and manipulate tactile elements on haptic feedback
displays for touch interactions. On the other hand, Serafin et al. [23] has investigated friction-based musical instruments. Nevertheless, there is still no studies
as far as we aware for the explanation of how the musical interaction on tactile
displays can be enriched with programmable friction and haptic feedback.
In this context, we discuss how haptic feedback by means of programmable
friction on tactile interfaces might influence and enrich musical interaction. In
particular, we explore different mappings between sound synthesis parameters
and haptic feedback, and evaluate the impact of these mappings on user experience when performing a given musical task.

2

Previous Studies on Musical Interactions with Haptic
Interfaces

In [24, 25] the authors show that there is a close relationship between haptic
feedback and sound production in computer music performances. In [2] the
authors design a new audio-haptic interface on mobile phones. The creation of a
mobile music player accompanied with synchronized haptic feedback to create a
novel method of audio playback on a mobile device is described in [3]. In [5] a
cross-modal interface of digital audio to the haptic domain for visually impaired
sound producers is presented. The design of a hardware/software system for
rendering multi-point, localized vibrotactile feedback in a multi-touch musical
interface is described in [4]. A new approach to the integration of vibrotactile
feedback into digital musical instrument designs is investigated in [6]. In [8] two
tactile interfaces for the granular synthesis technique is proposed. Besides, in [7]
a touchscreen interface for live performance with real-time granular synthesis is
studied.
However, there is still no investigation regarding the potential influence of
tactile feedback displays with programmable friction on musical interactions.
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Exploring Mappings between Sound and Haptic
Rendering

In this section we discuss mapping opportunities for tactile feedback with programmable friction. Notice that, due to the nature of the technology used for the
tactile feedback, haptic feedback occurs only when sliding the finger on the surface. Instruments than can be built with this technology are therefore similar to
acoustic friction-based instruments [23]. Therefore musical gesture which can be
augmented correspond to fingers displacements on the surface, i.e. not tapping.
Usable musical gesture parameters, which can be mapped to sound parameters,
therefore include speed, curvature, shape, direction and so on.
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We propose to classify feedback according to its relation with both sound
parameters and gestural parameters. We define four categories, labelled C1 to
C4.

Distinct from gesture
Linked to gesture

Distinct from audio Linked to audio
C1
C2
C4
C3

Table 1: Classification of tactile feedback with programmable friction

In category C1, the tactile feedback is distinct from both input gestures and
audio feedback, which means it can change and provide information without
changes perceived in the sound or in the gestural parameters. This can be used
to provide information on current gesture to sound mappings before their results
are heard, as a sort of feed-forward that guides the musician’s interactions.
In category C2, the tactile feedback amplifies the audio feedback but is still
distinct from input gestures. This can be used to provide feedback on sound
parameters which are mapped to non-gestural parameters (e.g. position) when
there the sound result is perceived.
In category C3, the tactile feedback is linked with both audio and gestures,
and might amplify both of them. It can be used as in [4] to amplify both or
either of the gesture and audio feedback, for example increasing self-agency of
the musician with the instrument, i.e. provide a better sensation of control over
the instrument.
Finally, in C4 the feedback is linked with the gesture but distinct from the
audio, which can be used for preparation gestures. For example it may provide
information on gestural parameters before reaching a zone where the gesture
will actually trigger sound, allowing the musician to anticipate the sonic result
of their actions.

4

Preliminary Experiment

We carried out an experiment to find out how the ultrasonic based haptic interface with programmable friction might influence and enrich the interaction with
Digital Music Instruments (DMIs). To do so, we tested the effect of added tactile feedback, and three mappings that follow the categories C1-C3, in a musical
phrase replication task.
4.1

Apparatus

We used E-ViTa (Enhanced Visual-Tactile Actuator), a haptic feedback tablet
based on ultrasonic vibrations for haptic rendering [26] which is developed on a
“Banana Pi”, a single-board computer (Shenzhen LeMaker Technology Co. Ltd,
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China) with 1 GHz ARM Cortex-A7, dual-core CPU and 1 GB of RAM working
in parallel with a STM32f4 microcontroller (STMicroelectronics, France). The
communication between the microcontroller and the single board computer is
provided via the Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) bus at 10 kHz. This singleboard computer is connected to a 5 inches capacitive touchscreen (Banana-LCD
5"-TS, MAREL, China) for detecting the user’s finger position on the display
with a sampling frequency of 60 Hz. The piezoceramic actuators are placed on
each side of the touchscreen. The microcontroller synthesizes a pulse-width modulation (PWM) signal to pilot a voltage inverter to actuate the piezoceramics.
The E-ViTa tablet has a resolution of 800 * 480 pixels. The detailed structure
of E-ViTa haptic tablet is shown in the figure 1.

Fig. 1: The structure of E-ViTa haptic feedback tablet [26]

4.2

Participants

Six volunteers (4 male and 2 female) from the age of 27 to 33 with a mean age of
29.14 (SD=1.95) took part in our experiment. They were all regular users of at
least one tactile display (i.e. smart-phone or tablet) during their daily life. The
experiment took on average approximately 35 minutes for each of the participant.
All the participants used headphones in order to prevent the influence of the little
noises from the haptic tablet.
4.3

Design

We used a basic form of FM synthesis with only two oscillators using Pure Data
to generate the auditory signals. In FM synthesis [27], the timbre of a simple
waveform is changed by modulating its frequency in the audio range which leads
to a more complex waveform with a different-sounding tone. In our case we
have two sine waves: modulating wave and carrier wave in which the modulating
wave changes the frequency of the carrier wave. The communication between the
PC (which generates the FM synthesis) and the haptic feedback tablet is done
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using the OpenSoundControl protocol. We have to note that in the E-ViTa
haptic feedback tablet, the generated tactile feedback (with a specific spatial
frequency and amplitude) is always proportional to the user’s finger velocity as
explained in [26]. In other words, there is a linear transfer function between
the tactile signal’s spatial frequency (µm) and the sound signal frequency (Hz )
which is proportional to the user’s finger velocity (mm/s) at each moment. This
relationship can be expressed as the following equation:
Sound Signal Frequency (Hz) =

Tactile Signal Spatial Frequency (µm)
Finger Velocity (mm/s)

In all of the three tested mappings, the volume of the sound is mapped to
the speed of the gesture, i.e. the speed at which the user’s finger moves on the
surface, and the pitch of the sound is mapped to the Y axis of the tablet. We
then defined 3 different mappings between the auditory and tactile signals as
below:
– Mapping 1: In the first mapping, the tactile signal is associated to the
resonance of the produced sound, i.e. the time it takes for the sound to fade
out. The more resonance there is the less friction can be felt. However this
parameter is only heard when the user’s gesture stops. The resonance parameter is mapped to the X axis on the tablet. This mapping corresponds
to category C1.
– Mapping 2: In the second mapping, the tactile signal is associated to the
roughness of the sound, which is produced by modifying the modulation amplitude of the FM synthesis. The higher the amplitude of the modulation is,
the rougher the sound is, and the more friction felt by finger. This parameter
is mapped to the X axis of the tablet. This mapping corresponds to category
C2.
– Mapping 3: In the third mapping, the friction is only mapped to the gesture speed and therefore to the volume of the sound signal. This mapping
corresponds to category C3.
4.4

Task and Procedure

First of all a brief description of our task as well as all the necessary instructions
for interacting with our audio/haptic tactile interface were given to each participant. We asked the participants to do a replication task of previously recorded
sounds with a duration of a few seconds for each of the 3 provided mappings.
In order to prevent any influence on the participants’ performances of the given
task, the order of the three tested mappings was randomized. The participants
were free to explore the surface as long as they wanted and then replicated the
provided sounds. We also recorded the gesture trajectory of finger movements of
each participant for the further analysis in our study. The E-ViTa haptic display
used in our experiment is illustrated in figure 2
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Fig. 2: The E-ViTa haptic feedback display used in our experiment
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Results and Discussion

We used qualitative evaluation methods previously discussed to evaluate DMIs
and musical performances in [28, 29].
We designed our questionnaire in order to avoid influencing the participant’s
answers. Thus, we asked the following questions to the participants: 1) How do
you feel about the sound you created? 2) How do you describe your experiment
with our audio/haptic interface? 3) Can you identify and distinguish each of
the 3 mappings? 4) How do the 3 mappings compare and which one did you
prefer? 5) Do you consider haptic feedback as a useful tool for sound synthesis
and musical performances?
In summary, all the participants declared that the audio/haptic interface
is very useful and interesting to enrich their musical perception. In particular,
they expressed that the provided friction-based haptic feedback allowed them to
feel the interaction with the real instruments as well as feeling what they hear
simultaneously. They were all able to correctly identify and distinguish the three
provided mappings. This means that they were all capable to detect which sound
parameters in the 3 cases were associated to the corresponding tactile feedback.
50% of the participants preferred mapping 1 in which the tactile signal was
mapped to the resonance of the sound. The remaining 50% of the participants
preferred mapping 3 , in which the generated sound was correlated with the
gesture speed. This does make sense, taking into account that by principle;
our audio/haptic interface exploit user’s gesture velocity for tactile feedback
rendering.
We also analyzed the gesture trajectories for each of the 3 provided mappings
in order to study the influence of tactile feedback for users’ performances of each
musical gesture. The trajectories of participants when replicating a reference
sound, shown in figures 3, 4 and 5, suggest that the tactile feedback has an
effect on their gestures, as some variations can be seen. However, we still need
further investigations and experiments to better evaluate the tactile feedback
effect on musical gestures, with more participants and refined trajctory analysis.
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In all the following figures, x and y correspond to the X and Y axes of the haptic
tablet with the resolution of 800 * 480 pixels.

(a) No feedback

(b) Tactile feedback

Fig. 3: The gesture trajectories of mapping 1

Some of the participants’ comments are as follow: “I think that it’s a very
enjoyable and interesting experience”. ‘ ‘I feel that I’m playing a real string musical instrument (such as a guitar), taking into account the haptic feedback and
the various type of sounds that I’m able to create.” Or, “I have never played
a DMI before, however this interface may considerably facilitate the process of
learning the sound synthesis and musical productions for me. The haptic feedback
also help me to have a better feeling of the sounds that I create.” Also, “ As a
musician I believe this audio/haptic tactile display, enables us to enhance our
perception of the basic principles of theory and harmony in music productions. It
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(a) No feedback

(b) Tactile feedback

Fig. 4: The gesture trajectories of mapping 2

may also be useful to teach basic musical performances to beginner users as they
are capable of hearing and feeling the sounds simultaneously.” Or “The provided
haptic feedback permits me to perform the appropriate gesture faster and easier
for each mapping (specially for mapping 3), even without looking at the device.”
Or “The tactile feedback gives me an extra dimension to the music which I have
never experienced before. In fact it provides a novel sensational feeling to the
music that I used to only hear it.”

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In the present paper we have reported our preliminary investigations regarding
to the potential influences of tactile feedback displays with programmable friction on users’ musical interactions by means of a qualitative approach. We have
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(a) No feedback

(b) Tactile feedback

Fig. 5: The gesture trajectories of mapping 3

proposed four categories of mappings between the sound parameters and tactile
feedback and analyzed user’s experiences with three of them. Our preliminary
results suggest that all the users consider the friction-based tactile feedback as
a useful and interesting phenomenon for enhancing musical interactions, performances and learning. As future work, we aim to investigate the tapping gesture
to our audio/haptic interface which could allow us to simulate a wide range of
instruments (e.g. touching the piano keyboard).
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